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1. Introduction
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the results contained in
MULLINS [5]. In the last section of that paper we began an investigation
of the various relationships between certain classes of linear mappings
from one Kothe space into another. In particular we considered the class
of order continuous linear mappings, the class of order bounded linear
mappings and the class of weakly continuous linear mappings. In the
present paper we continue these investigations and consider also the class
LN(X1, X 2 ) of linear mappings that are continuous for the topology of
uniform convergence on order bounded sets (see PERESSINI [6], section I).
We have found that our results hold for a larger class of spaces than
Kothe spaces. For this reason we use the more general setting of partially
ordered vector spaces. Our main result (Theorem 2.8) is that for a certain
class of spaces, which includes the Kothe spaces, the class of (order)
bounded order continuous linear mappings, the class of (order) bounded
weakly continuous linear mappings and LN(Xl, X 2 ) all coincide.
2. Linear Mappings on Partially Ordered Spaces
Let X be a partially ordered vector space over the real numbers, and
let K denote the positive cone of X. We shall use X A to denote the vector
space of all linear functionals on X, defining addition and scalar multi-
plication in the usual way. The positive cone KA in X A consists of those
linear functionals r/> for which r/>(x);>0 whenever x E K. The linear hull
K A_KA of K Ais denoted by X+. A linear functional on X is order bounded
if it maps an order bounded set in X onto a bounded set of real numbers.
Xb denotes the subspace of XA consisting of all order bounded linear
functionals on X. Note that X+ is always a subset of Xb. If X is a vector
lattice, then X+ = Xb and Xb is an order complete vector lattice for the
partial ordering determined by the positive cone KA. It is possible for Xb
to contain only the zero functional even for rather simple vector lattices.
However, througlwut this paper we will insist that Xb separates the points
of X. This requirement ensures that the space X and Xb are placed in
duality by the mapping
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(we shall use <', .) to denote both the dual system and the bilinear form
associated with the dual system).
Another useful idea associated with a vector lattice X is that of a solid
set, that is, a subset S of X such that U E Sand Ixl < lui, x E X, imply
that XES. If a solid set S is also a subspace of X, then it is called an
ideal. Whenever X is order complete, an ideal S is a band if A C Sand
sup A =X E X imply that XES.
Now, let Y be a vector space which is in duality with the space X
and such that the set K - K is a(X, Y) - dense in X. Then the dual cone
K ' in Y, which is defined by
K' = {y E Y: <x, y) '>0 for all x E K},
determines a partial ordering on Y. Let 60 denote the collection of all
subsets of Y which are bounded with respect to this partial ordering.
The order bound topology on X is the topology of uniform convergence
on the elements of 60. From the general theory of 6-topologies it follows
that the order bound topology on X is compatible with the linear structure
of X if and only if each element of X, considered as a linear functional
on Y, is order bounded (see BOURBAKI [1], Chap. III, § 3, Prop. 1). When
this condition is satisfied, we shall denote the 60-topology on X by o(X, Y).
In particular if the cone K is generating in X, that is, if X =K -K, then
XC Yb. Also, whenever Y =K' -K', the polars of the elements of 60
form a 8-neighborhood basis for the order bound topology and the class
([ - u, U ]}UEKJ is a fundamental system for 60.
Henceforth, <Xl, Y I ) and <X2, Y 2) will denote dual systems over the
real numbers. Xl and X 2 will be vector lattices ordered by positive cones
K I and K 2, respectively. We will assume that the dual cones K I ' and K 2'
are generating in their respective spaces Y I and Y 2• We are interested
in the following classes of linear mappings from Xl into X 2 :
(i) The set Lb(XI , X 2 ) of all order bounded linear mappings, that is, those
linear mappings that map order bounded sets in Xl onto order
bounded sets in X 2•
(ii) The set L+(XI, X 2 ) of all linear mappings that can be written as the
difference of two positive linear mappings from Xl into X 2 (a mapping
T from Xl into X 2 is positive if T(KI ) C K 2 ) . We remark that
Lb(XI , X 2)=L+(XI , X 2 ) whenever X 2 is order complete.
(iii) The set LO(XI, X 2 ) (resp., LSO(XI , X 2 ) ) of all order continuous (resp.,
order sequentially continuous) linear mappings, that is, those linear
mappings that map nets (resp., sequences) in Xl which order converge
to zero onto nets (resp., sequences) in X 2 which also order converge
to zero.
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(iv) The set L(XI , X 2 ) of all weakly continuous linear mappings.
(v) The set LN(Xl, X 2) of all linear mappings that are continuous for
the order bound topologies o(Xl, Y I ) and o(X2, Y 2 ) .
If T is a linear mapping from Xl into X 2 , then the adjoint T' of T is
defined by
<x, T'u) = <Tx, u)
where x E Xl and u E Y 2• It should be pointed out that T' is a mapping
from Y 2 into XIA, and if T E V(XI, Xz) then T' maps Yz into XIlJ since
Yz C XzlJ. The range of T' is a subset of Y I if and only if T is weakly
continuous.
We are now ready to give the first series of results which establishes
some relationships between order bounded linear mappings, weakly con-
tinuous linear mappings and linear mappings that are continuous for the
order bound topologies.
Proposition 2.1. It Y I is an ideal in Xlb and T is a linear mapping
from Xl into X 2, then
Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 in PERES-
SINI [6]. It is only necessary to point out that T is weakly continuous
whenever T E LN(Xl, Xz) since, by Theorem 1.2 in [6], the topology
o(Xl, Y I ) is consistent with the dual system <Xl, Y I ) . Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.2. It X z is order complete, then
Proof. Let T E Lb(Xl, X z). Then T can be written in the form
T = T I - T z, where T I and Tz are positive (and hence order bounded)
linear mappings from Xl into Xz. Thus T' = T I ' - T z' , where T I ' and T z'
are positive linear mappings from Yz into Xlb, so that T' E L+(Y z, XIlJ) =
=LlJ(Yz, Xlb). Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.3. It Xz is order complete and Y I is a band in XIlJ,
then
Proof. Let T E L(Xl, Xz) (j LlJ(XI, Xz). Then T' E Lb(Yz, XIV) so that
for any bounded set B in Y z, the set {T'u: u E B} is bounded in XIv,
Since T is weakly continuous, we have that T'( Y z) C Y I . But Y I is a
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band in Xlb, so that the set {T'u: u E B} must also be bounded in Yl .
Therefore T' E t»;Y 2 , Yl ). Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.4. If X 2 is a band in y 2b, Y 2 is a sub lattice of X 2b,
and Yl is an ideal in Xlb, then
Proof. Let T E LN(Xl, X 2 ) . By Proposition 2.1 we obtain T' E Lb
(Y2, Yl ) . Since T = (T')' it follows from Proposition 2.3 that T E Lb(Xl, X 2 ) .
Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.5. If X 2 is a band in y 2b, Y 2 is a sub lattice of X 2b,
and Yl is a band in Xlb, then
Proof. Propositions 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4. Q.E.D.
Having found conditions which ensure that LN(Xl, X 2 ) =L(Xl, X 2 ) n
n Lb(Xl, X 2 ) , we turn our attention to the relationship between LN(Xl, X 2 )
and LO(Xl, X 2 ) . In particular, we will give conditions which imply that
LN(Xl, X 2 ) =LO(Xl, X 2 ) n Lb(Xl, X 2 ) . In order to obtain this result we
will make use of some properties of Xv, the subspace of XA consisting
of all order continuous linear functionals on the vector lattice X. Hence
we will first mention those properties of XO which will be needed. A
thorough examination of these ideas can be found in VULIKH ([7], Chapters
VIII and IX).
If XO is equipped with the partial ordering induced by KA, then it
becomes a band in Xb (this result can also be found in LUXEMBURG and
ZAANEN [4], Note VIII, Theorem 27.2). The elements of X determine
linear functionals on Xb in the obvious way and these linear functionals
are order continuous, i.e. XC (Xb)O. Since XO is a band in Xb, we may
also write XC (XO)o. Whenever X = (XO)O, we say that X is perfect.
If XO contains an ideal Y which separates the points of X, then it can be
shown that a point x E X is positive if and only if rp(x);>0 for all positive
rp E Y (see VULIKH [7], page 287). From this result it follows that for
such a Y the positive cone K of X is weakly closed with respect to the
dual system <X, Y). With these ideas in mind we proceed with our study
of linear mappings by considering LO(Xl, X 2 ) .
Proposition 2.6. If Xlo C r, and Y 2 C X 20 then
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Proof. Let T E LO(XI , X 2 ) . If {XlX)IXEd' is a net in Xl which order
converges to 8, then (TxlX)CXEd' order converges to () in X 2• Since Y 2 C X 2o,
for any w E Y 2 we have
lim <XIX' T'w) = lim <TxlX , w) = O.
Hence, T'w E Xlo C Yl, so that T'(Y2 ) C Y I • Therefore, T E L(XI , X 2 ) .
Q.E.D.
Recall that if X 2 is an order complete vector lattice, then every element
of Lb(Xl, X 2 ) can be written as the difference of two positive linear
mappings from Xl into X 2 • In fact, T=T+-T- where T+ is defined for
x E K I by
T+x= sup {Tz: z E Xl and 8,;;;;z,;;;;x}
and then extended to all of Xl by using Xl = K I - K I ; and, T- is simply
(- T)+. The linear mappings T+ and T- are called, respectively, the positive
and negativeparts of T. The absolute value ITI of T is given by ITI = T++T-.
Proposition 2.7. Let X 2 be an order complete vector lattice tor which
thepositive cone K 2 is a(X2, Y 2)-closed, and let YI C Xlo.lt T E Lb(XI , X 2 ) n
n L(XI , X 2) , then T+, T-, T and ITj are all elements 0t LO(XI , X 2 ) .
Proof. Let T E Lb(XI , X 2 ) n L(XI , X 2 ) . As remarked above, for x E K I
T+x= sup {Tz: z E Xl and 8,;;;;z,;;;;x}.
We will show first that whenever {XIX)IXEd' is a net in K I which increases
to Xo E Kl, then {T+XIX)CXEd' increases to T+xo in X 2• We set
yo= sup t-«;
IXEd
Since T+ is a positive mapping, we know that yo,;;;;T+xo. Now, let z be
any element of Xl such that (},;;;;z,;;;;xo. We define a net (ZIX)IXEd' which
increases to z in Xl by setting ZIX = inf {XlX' z} for each iX Ed. Since Y I C Xl 0 ,
it follows that {ZIX)IXEd' converges weakly to Z in Xl so that (TZlX)lXEd' con-
verges weakly to Tz in X 2• But
for all « Ed, so the weak closedness of the positive cone K 2 implies that
'I'z«;yo. Since z was an arbitrary element of Xl satisfying the inequality
8,;;;;z,;;;;xo, we obtain T+xo';;;;Y. It is an immediate consequence of the
linearity of T+ that T+ E LO(Xl, X 2) . Since T- = ( - T)+ it also follows that
T- E LO(X I , X 2) . Therefore T=T+-T- and ITI=T++T- are also elements
of LO(X I , X 2) . Q.E.D.
The dual systems <Xl, Y I ) and <X2 , Y 2) determine weak topologies,
not only on the spaces Xl and X 2, but also on YI and Y2• Hence, we
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may consider the class L( Yz, Y I ) of all linear mappings from Yz into Y I
that are continuous for the weak topologies a( Y z, Xz) and a( ¥l, Xl).
Furthermore, if the cones K I ' and K z' make YI and Yz, respectively,
into vector lattices, then we can also consider the class LO(Y z, Y I ) of
order continuous linear mappings from Yz into YI . These remarks lead
us to the following corollary to Proposition 2.7.
Corollary 2.7. Let Y I and Y2 be ideals in Xlb and Xzb, respectively.
II S E L( Yz, Y I) n Lb(Yz, ¥l), then S+, S-, S and lSI are all elements 01
LO( ¥z, YI ) .
An important characterization of LN(XI, Xz) can be obtained by com-
bining some of our previous results. We suppose, as always, that <Xl, ¥l)
and <Xz, Yz) form dual systems for the particular choices of YI and Yz•
Theorem 2.8. II XZ is perfect, YI=XIO and Yz=Xzo, then
LN(XI, Xz)=L!J(XI, X z) n L(XI, Xz)=Lb(XI, X z) n LO(XI, X z)
Proof. Propositions 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. Q.E.D.
An interesting corollary to Theorem 2.8 can be obtained by considering
the sublattioe XSo of XO consisting of all order sequentially continuous
linear functionals.
Corollary 2.8. In add,ition to the hypothese.s 01 Theorem 2.8. we sup-
pose that X10=XISO. Then
Lb(XI, X z) n LO(XI, X z)= Lb(XI, Xz) n LSO(Xl, Xz).
Proof. Since LO(XI, Xz) C D';O(XI, X z), the result will follow from
Theorem 2.8 if we show that Lb(XI, Xz) n LSO(XI, Xz) C L(XI, X 2 ) . Hence,
let T E Lb(XI, X z) n LSO(XI, X z) and let 'u be any element of Y 2• If
(xn)"~l is a sequence in Xl which order converges to fJ, then (TXn)"~l
order converges to () in X 2• Since YZ = X 2o, we obtain
lim <xn, T'u) = lim <Txn, u)=O.
Therefore, T'u E Xiso C YI which implies that T E L(XI, X 2). Q.E.D.
3. Kothe Function Spaces
At this point we apply our results to Kothe function spaces. The defi-
nitions and notations are those found in MULLINS [5].
Let (E, 1:, ft) be a measure space possessing a cover (f, and let [.Q(l:]
be the vector space of equivalence classes of (f-Iocally integrable real-
valued functions on E (the equivalence classes are obtained by identifying
functions which agree almost everywhere on each C E (f). A partial ordering
is defined for elements [f] and [g] in [D(l:] by: [f]<[g] if I(x) <,g(x) a.e.
on each C E <i. With this partial ordering [.Qd is always a a-order complete
12 Indagationes
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vector lattice; but, we will suppose that (E, E, fl) and {t are chosen so
that [.Q@:] is order complete (see [5], Section 2). If T is a non-empty
subset of [.Q@:], its Kothe dual T* is defined by
T* = Uf] E [.Q@:]: f If(x)g(x)ldfl(x)< 00 for all [g] E T}
(the integral J is obtained from the ordinary integral of (E, E, fl) by a
process analogous to the one used to obtain the essential integral in
BOURBAKI ([2], Chapter 5, § 2), the sets in (t playing the role of compact
sets). A Kothe function space is a subset A of [.QQ;] such that A = T* for
some non-empty subset T of [.Q(i]. If A is equipped with the partial
ordering induced by [.Q@:], then A is an order complete vector sublattice.
We have shown in [5] that A * can be identified with A° for any Kothe
space A (Theorem 4.8). Moreover, if (t contains a countable subcover,
then A°= ASo. Finally, given Kothe spaces Al and Az, then LSO(AI, Az) C
C Lb(A 1, Az) ([5] Theorem 5.10). Hence, using the dual systems <AI, A1*)
and <Az, Az*) , we obtain the following consequences to Theorem 2.8 and
Corollary 2.8.
Theorem 3.1. Let (E, E, fl) be a measure space and let (t be a cover
for which [.Q@:] is order complete. Then, for any Kothe spaces Al and Az
in [.Q(i]' we have
LN(AI, Az)=LO(A1, Az)=Lb(A1, Az) (J L(AI, Az).
If, in addition, {t contains a countable subcooer, then
Note. Several of the results in this paper have been established by FREMLlN [3]
for Abstract Kothe Spaces (compare Theorem 4 in [3] with Propositions 2.1
through 2.5).
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